OFFICE PHONE CALLS HAVE NEVER BEEN SO COMFORTABLE
HUSHPHONE IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

- Private videoconferences
- Trade negotiations
- Confidential telephone conversations

WHY IS THE HUSHPHONE A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

COMPACT
HushPhone occupies only 1 square meter – the small dimensions and weight allow it to be set or adjusted to the current needs of any organisation.

FUNCTIONAL
Equipped with lighting, a ventilation system, a folding laptop table, and 230V & USB sockets.

EASILY ADAPTABLE
HushPhone is equipped with castors which allows you to move it around the office whenever you need.

FEATURES
- Compact height of 2230 mm
- Excellent sound absorption
- Strong frame construction

TECHNICAL FEATURES
1. LED ceiling light run by motion sensor
2. Efficient ventilation run by motion sensor
3. Power module (single power, double USB)
4. Tempered acoustic glass door with handle
5. Glazed acoustic glass rear wall
6. Ergonomic shelf/storage
7. Fold-away oak veneer laptop table
8. Acoustic lined fabric panels
9. Integral carpeted floor
10. Optional floor mounted stool
11. Leveling feet
12. Anti-collision door manifestation
13. Castors

DIMENSIONS

W: 1000 mm / 39 in
H: 2230 mm / 88 in
D: 900 mm / 35 in
Weight: 320 kg / 706 lbs
YOUR OWN SPACE FOR INDIVIDUAL SUCCESS
HUSHWORK IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

- Work requiring concentration
- Videoconferences
- Sit&stand work

WHY IS THE HUSHWORK A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

MOBILITY
You can move the pod without disassembly.

ACOUSTICS
The upholstery and double glazed door with acoustic film effectively absorbs sound.

DIMENSIONS
Occupies less than 2 square meters, which makes hushWork easy adaptable to almost any office space.

FACILITIES
HushWork is an independent space powered by electricity, providing comfortable conditions conducive to concentration.

ERGONOMICS
The new desk is based on the patented manual height-adjustment system which allows for dynamic sit/stand working as well as for the smooth transition between different desk heights without work interruption.

OPTIONS
PRODUCT AVAILABLE ALSO IN A VARIANT WITH A CLASSIC DESK
Desk 820x540 mm / 32x21 in

TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. Led ceiling light with dimmer
2. Option to add Bluetooth speaker
3. Ventilation system activated by a presence sensor
4. Anti-collision door manifestation
5. Toughened acoustic glass door with high quality handle
6. Desk with manual adjustment height- range 670-1250 mm
7. Independent, manual smooth lighting and ventilation rotary knobs
8. Power module (Power+USB+RJ45)
9. Door within the aluminium frame includes an acoustic seal
10. Leveling feet
11. Possibility to move without disassembly

DIMENSIONS

W. 1600 mm / 63 in
H. 2300 mm / 91 in
D. 1200 mm / 47 in

Weight 535 kg / 1179 lbs
Desk 960x530 mm / 38x20 in
TWO INDEPENDENT SPACES ENCLOSED IN ONE POD
HUSHTWIN IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

- Work requiring concentration
- Videoconference
- Confidential telephone conversations

WHY IS THE HUSHTWIN A unique office solution?

**MOBILITY**
You can move the pod without disassembly.

**DIMENSIONS**
occupies less than 2 square meters, which makes hushtwin easy adaptable to almost any office space.

**ACoustics**
The upholstery, acoustic partition wall and double glazed door with acoustic film effectively absorbs sound.

**FACILITIES**
HushTwin provides two independent spaces equipped with power module, adjustable light and ventilation.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. Led ceiling light with dimmer
2. Ventilation system activated by a presence sensor
3. Anti-collision door marking
4. Laminated acoustic glass rear wall
5. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door with high quality handle
6. Acoustic lined fabric panels
7. Independent, manual smooth lighting and ventilation rotary knobs
8. Power module (Power+USB+RJ45)
9. Two upholstered benches
10. Leveling feet
11. Removable front panel for pallet jack

**DIMENSIONS**

- W. 2150 mm / 85 in
- H. 2300 mm / 91 in
- D. 900 mm / 35 in

Weight 580 kg / 1279 lbs
HUSHMEET IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

- Private meetings
- Creative work
- Group videoconferences
- HR interviews

WHY IS THE HUSHMEET A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

**MOBILITY**
You can move the pod without disassembly.

**DIMENSIONS**
It occupies space needed for two standard workstations.

**ACOUSTICS**
The upholstery and double glazed door with acoustic film effectively absorb sound.

**FACILITIES**
HushMeet is an independent space powered by electricity, providing comfortable conditions during the meeting.

OPTION

PRODUCT IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE S VERSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W. 2150 mm / 85 lbs</td>
<td>H. 2300 mm / 91 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 900 mm / 35 lbs</td>
<td>Weight 530 kg / 1168 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HushMeet S is the answer to smaller space. It is designed for meetings in a group of two people.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. Anti-collision door manifestation
2. Toughened acoustic glass with high quality handle
3. Door within the aluminium frame includes an acoustic seal
4. Acoustic lined fabric panels
5. Led ceiling light with dimmer
6. Ventilation system activated by a presence sensor
7. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel
8. Independent, manual smooth lighting and ventilation rotary knobs
9. Power module (Power+USB+RJ45)
10. Two upholstered benches
11. Possibility to move without disassembly
12. Leveling feet

DIMENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-4</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W. 2150 mm / 85 in</td>
<td>H. 2300 mm / 91 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 1390 mm / 55 in</td>
<td>Weight 650 kg / 1433 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IMPORTANT MEETINGS DESERVE CONVENIENT SPACE
HUSHMEET.L IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

Highly private meetings
Formal meetings

WHY IS THE HUSHMEET.L A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

FACILITIES
HushMeet.L is an independent space powered by electricity, providing comfortable conditions during the meeting.

MODULAR DESIGN
Each hushMeet.L can be expanded with additional modules.

MOBILITY
Each modular box can be relocated after partial disassembly.

SOUND PERFORMANCE
Sound-proofing glass panels and upholstery effectively suppress sounds from the inside and outside.

AVAILABLE TRIM VERSIONS FOR HUSHMEET.L

STANDARD MODULES

2 MODULES
1-4
Weight 775 kg / 1708 lbs

3 MODULES
1-6
Weight 1125 kg / 2480 lbs

4 MODULES
1-8
Weight 1475 kg / 3251 lbs

TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. Sound-proofed glass panels
2. Aluminium-framed door with sound-proofing seal
3. Acoustic lined fabric panels
4. LED ceiling light with dimmer
5. Efficient ventilation system
6. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel
7. Independent, manual smooth lighting and ventilation rotary knobs
8. Power module (power+USB+RJ45)
9. Levelled floor
10. Mobile design facilitates relocation with only some disassembly required
11. Fits 4, 6 or 8 chairs (depending on the number of modules)

DIMENSIONS

1-8
W. 2600 mm / 102 in
H. 2300 mm / 90 in
D. 1800-3600 mm / 71-142 in
Weight 775-1475 kg / 1708-3251 lbs
STAY OPEN WHILE MEETING PEOPLE
HUSHMEET.OPEN IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

- Informal meetings
- Creative work

WHY IS THE HUSHMEET.OPEN A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

**MOBILITY**
You can move the pod without disassembly.

**ACOUSTICS**
The upholstery and the back wall made of glass limit the spread of sound.

**DIMENSIONS**
It occupies space needed for two standard workstations.

**COMFORT**
Two upholstered benches and the armrest ensure the comfort of use.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. Acoustic lined fabric panels
2. Led ceiling light with dimmer
3. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel
4. Independent, manual smooth lighting rotary knob
5. Power module (230V+USB+RJ45)
6. Compact desk
7. Two upholstered benches
8. Leveling feet
9. Possibility to move without disassembly

DIMENSIONS

HushMeet.open.S is the answer to smaller space. It is designed for meetings in a group of two people.

- W. 2150 mm / 85 in
- H. 2300 mm / 91 in
- D. 900 mm / 35 in
- Weight 425 kg / 937 lbs

HushMeet.open.S is the answer to smaller space. It is designed for meetings in a group of two people.
GREEN WALLS FOR HUSH

LET YOUR OFFICE TAKE A BREATH

crestline.co.nz
Plants are nature’s air purifiers

Grow your green wall

It’s the easy way to bring nature within reach

GREEN WALLS FOR HUSH

Improve air quality; improve workplace experience. Our fully equipped Green Wall system allows you to cover the exterior panels on each Hush pod with plants. The system comes with a frame, integrated flower pots, and electronic irrigation. The lushness of its growth taps into the benefits of biophilia. It’s the beautiful, easy, and obvious way to bring nature within reach.

GREEN WALLS FOR HUSH

TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. anthracite metal frame and legs
2. flower pots with irrigation channels
3. solid base with integrated water glass
4. manually controlled, electronic irrigation system
5. fixing arms

*plants not included

3 DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS

- 640x220x2150 mm
  25,2x8,7x84,6 in
  Fits to: hushPhone

- 640x220x2210 mm
  25,2x8,7x87,0 in
  Fits to: hushMeet.S, hushMeet.open.S, hushMeet.L, hushTwin

- 1110x220x2210 mm
  43,7x8,7x87,0 in
  Fits to: hushWork, hushMeet, hushMeet.open
FINISHES

1. Carcass finishes
   - ABB WHITE
   - ASC COSMOS GREY

2. Interior finishes
   UPHOLSTERY WOOL
   - TJA JANUS
   - TSG Intelligent
   - TLJ LOUVER
   - TWO ACCESSIBLE
   - TMS MUSTARD
   - TCA BISCUIT
   - TIB DUST
   - TDU SILVER
   - TH-4 CHINCHILLA
   - TTM AUTUMN
   - TSN SAVANNA
   - TTE TERRACOTTA
   - TFI FIRE
   - TPL FLOW
   - TPC PELICAN
   - TSI SILVER
   - TPE PANTHER
   - TGR GRYN
   - TON ORION
   - TST STORM
   - TIN SYRUP
   - TEG ROYAL
   - TPU FLORENA
   - TQR URBAN
   - THY MAGNIFEN
   - TCL GREY
   - TRC ARCTIC
   - TEM EMERALD

   UPHOLSTERY PETRUS
   - TGE KHIZE
   - TNT NIGHT
   - TNA ONYX
   - TDM DENIM
   - TDK WINTER
   - TNI ICKY
   - TCA ICYBLUE
   - TAG GYPSUM
   - TWN MALARKI
   - TER EMPEROR
   - TCS CROCUS
   - TMT MAGENTA

3. Central column
   - ASC COSMOS GREY
   - ABB WHITE
   - JOC COSMOS GREY
   - JBM LACQUERED WHITE
   - JOA LACQUERED ALUMINUM

4. Rear glass
   - PRZ CLEAR
   - MGA PRINTED

5. Aluminium profile
   - JOC LACQUERED COBALT GREY
   - JOA LACQUERED ALUMINUM

6. Hinge/door handle
   - JAN BRIGHTWHITE

7. Steel pedestal
   - JBM LACQUERED WHITE

CERTIFICATION

- Warranty
- Made in EU
- Premium wool CAL 117
- Certificates

EASY TO RELOCATE. TO ADAPT AS YOU GROW

Check out our Hushoffice animation to see the potential that mobility can unlock for your team.

EXPERIENCE HUSH IN YOUR OFFICE BEFORE YOU COMMIT

IN HUSH OFFICE IS NEITHER TOO SILENT NOR TOO LOUD

Watch, to learn what it means and how we achieve it.
YOUR HUSH YOUR WAY